
 

 
Candidate Answers to Local Federal Election Questions 

 
Due to cancelling the debates on Oct 3rd because of the work-to-rule legislation 
and venue closures, we asked candidates to complete the following: 
 

● Select two questions from each of the four categories  
(ie. two environment, two gender, two immigration and two community).  

● Our organizations committed to sharing their responses with the community. 
 
These are their answers. 

 
 
Responses (click the links to go directly to their answers): 
 
London North Centre 

Carol Dyck - Green Party Candidate: 
Dirka Prout - NDP Candidate: 

London West 
Mary Ann Hodge - Green Party Candidate: 
Shawna Lewkowitz - NDP Candidate 

Joint submission by: 
Kate Young, Liberal Candidate for London West 
Peter Fragiskatos, Liberal Candidate for London North Centre 
Mohamed Hammoud, Liberal Candidate for London Fanshawe 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

London North Centre 

Carol Dyck - Green Party Candidate:  
  
Category #1 - Community 

 
According to the 2018 Vital Signs report, London has a poverty rate that is 15% higher 
than the national average. What tangible actions do you believe the federal government 
needs to take in order to change this trend? 

 
More than 70,000 Londoners are currently living in poverty, including about 25% of all children 
in London, and housing is only becoming more expensive. This is a crisis. Currently there is a 
wait list of about 5000 people hoping to get into subsidized housing. The Green party has 
committed to a national housing strategy, but we would also appoint a Minister of Housing to 
strengthen the strategy so that it meets affordable housing needs particular to each province. 
Our plan sets a national target of 25,000 new and 15,000 rehabilitated affordable units annually 
over the next ten years.  
 
Most importantly, however, we believe that the best way to address poverty in Canada and to 
ensure that every individual can live with dignity and independence is through a Guaranteed 
Livable Income. It is the caring, ethical and forward-thinking way to address poverty. A GLI 
would amalgamate a number of current programs and further be funded through closing tax 
loopholes, increasing corporate taxes, placing a 0.5% tax on financial transactions and other 
measures. However, the financial and social benefits we would see from truly addressing 
poverty would be substantial, with lower healthcare costs being such one example.  
 
What is your stance on electoral reform in Canada and would support changing the 
Federal electoral system? If yes, how would you change the voting process? 
  
No government should hold a majority of the power when they have received less than 50% of 
the vote. The current system alienates voters who often feel compelled to engage in fear-based 
voting, rather than casting a vote for the party or the candidate that they believe in. When 
Canadians do not feel that their vote counts or that their voice is heard, our democracy is not 
succeeding.  
 
Furthermore, our current electoral system has devolved into a two party system that is easily 
hijacked by partisan politics. When politicians do not have to work together, to respect each 
other,or to collaborate on critical issues facing our nation, we end up with a short-sighted 
governmental system that cannot create national strategies that will take us ten, twenty or even 
thirty years into the future. Instead, tax dollars are wasted as each successive government tears 



 

down the policies of the one prior to it, whether or not those policies had merit. The Green Party 
is committed to making sure that every vote matters; we would push for proportional 
representation as the best means to create a truly representative democracy.  
 
Category #2 - Immigration/Refugees 
 
What do you see as needs or gaps with regards to facilitating successful integration and 
thriving of immigrants in Canadian communities? How would you advocate to meet those 
needs (or address the gaps)? 

 
For successful integration into Canadian communities, immigrants need to have meaningful 
employment, commensurate with previous education, experience and skills. It is central to their 
sense of belonging, of feeling valued and of contributing to their new community. Consequently, 
there must be better recognition of certified skills by Canadian professional and trade 
associations. Immigrants may require a re-examination of certain licenses, apprenticeships or 
training requirements, and/or the addition of Canadian-specific upgrading and 
certification/exams, but priority must be placed on ensuring that they can continue to work in 
their chosen field.  
 
Secondly, the government offers courses and help with language studies for those who do not 
speak English or French as a first language. These courses are important but without real 
opportunities to use language skills in public places or in work environments, the struggle to 
have a high enough level of English or French to enter the workforce or to take college courses 
is significant. Language can prove a real barrier for feeling a part of Canadian society. 
Language programs could include internships or volunteer placements or other means of 
practicing language in real world situations to build confidence and to meet new people. 
Learning in classrooms alone is not enough. 
 
Finally, I have heard from new comers that a lack of understanding of Canadian culture is 
difficult and stressful. I, myself, have lived in other countries and it is often the simplest acts that 
one does that can unintentionally either offend or confuse citizens in the host country. For the 
newcomer, it can be confusing and exhausting to navigate a new set of manners or principles, 
and often one can feel completely alienated from society. More efforts should be made, firstly, to 
teach newcomers about some of Canada’s traditions, history, customs, food, holidays, etc. But, 
at the same time, greater effort could be made to create cross-cultural exchanges that celebrate 
newcomers customs, food, music, etc. Mutual sharing of cultures will lead to greater 
understanding, appreciation and sense of a shared community. 
 
What is your stance on immigration? Do you believe that we should be admitting more 
immigrants to Canada, or are there other pressing needs and priorities upon which you 
feel we should be focusing? 

 



 

I believe that immigrants are our neighbours, our friends, and together we are stronger. We will 
not stand for the rhetoric of division, racism, and fear. Our society is richer for the diversity of 
people and cultures in Canada.  
 
Given our current environmental crisis, Canada must be prepared to welcome climate refugees. 
As climate change worsens, island states will be flooded, civil turmoil may erupt in severely 
affected areas, and wars over scarce resources, like water, may erupt. We cannot close our 
doors. 
  
Category #3 - Gender 
 
 The report on MMIW (Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women) was recently released to 
the public, identifying over 200 recommendations for various levels of government. Have 
you read the report (one of the recommendations)? Which of the recommendations will 
you make a priority, and what action do you propose to take? 

 
No, I have not read the full MMIW report in detail, but if I were elected it would certainly become 
a top priority as I believe every Member of Parliament should read it. While I have not read the 
report I have read the Calls for Justice and the 231 recommendations. I find it impossible to pick 
just one recommendation to make a priority, as I believe we must address every single 
recommendation to truly advance towards a more respectful relationship, based on 
nation-to-nation dialogue, to address the extreme socio-economic inequalities between 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians, and to stem the violence and racial prejudice 
experienced by First Nations, Metis and Inuit citizens. Green Party MPs would work to ensure 
that the Canadian government would fully implement all recommendations as well as the AFN 
calls to action in “Honouring Promises”. 
 
On a personal level, I wrote a Masters thesis on Indigenous cultural reclamation, biodiversity 
conservation and social entrepreneurship focusing on a region in British Columbia. I read 
several articles on Canada’s residential schools, cultural genocide, loss of languages, history, 
stories and traditional knowledge.  It is for this reason that I feel that Canada must do more to 
acknowledge, recognize and protect the inherent rights of Indigenous people to their languages 
and their cultures, to foster language programs in public schools, to encourage and fund 
Indigenous-led initiatives to promote and share their culture. Equally as important, is a 
concerted national effort to incorporate Indigenous knowledge, literature, and history in the 
public school system to encourage greater understanding, respect and appreciation of First 
Nations, Metis and Inuit culture by non-Indigenous Canadians, and to ensure that portrayals of 
Canada’s relations with the original inhabitants of the land are accurate, including frank and 
honest lessons on the legacy of residential schools. 
 
The final top priority is to ensure that the Canadian government finally implements and complies 
with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in full.  
 



 

Women currently make up 27% of the House of Commons, placing Canada at #61 in the 
global ranking of gender equality in National Parliaments. How have you seen this 
disparity affect the work of the House of Commons what do you personally do to ensure 
the voices of women are heard?  
 
As a female candidate, I know all too well the challenges and barriers women face in seeking 
election. I am dedicated to tackling those challenges, and making sure that women of all 
ethnicities are equally represented in the Canadian government. With a greater gender balance 
in the House of Commons, policies such as a universal childcare program, which is fundamental 
for women’s equality, and a national school food program, which is essential to ensure better 
physical and mental health for our children, are more likely to move forward.  
 
Getting women elected to parliament, means overcoming challenges at every step. Our current 
political environment does not encourage women to put their names forward, and the misogyny 
and verbal and virtual attacks on female politicians, such as we have seen directed towards 
Catherine McKenna, for instance, do not make the prospect of public life appealing to many 
women. For that reason, I believe that female candidates and prospective female candidates 
need a strong support system and encouragement to create the most positive campaigning 
experience possible.  
 
It is for that reason that I am currently mentoring four first-time female candidates, offering 
advice, answering questions and generally being there if they need to talk, especially to 
someone who understands what campaigning entails. When I ran in the 2018 provincial 
election, all four London Green Party candidates were women (three of us with young children) 
and we lifted each other up, cheered each other on, helped each other out with various tasks, 
whether it was putting up signs or preparing for debates. When we as former or current 
candidates support and mentor each other, and build a community of kindness and respect, that 
is how we get women’s voices heard in politics.  
 
Category #4 - Environment 
  
What will you do as an MP to ensure Canada does its share to ensure we have a safe 
climate? What are the key elements of an action plan that you will advocate for to ensure 
Canada meets its international obligations to reduce GHG pollution? 
  
Canada’s current target of reducing GHG emissions by 30% is not adequate, and worse, we are 
not on track to meet it. The Green Party has put together a twenty-point plan -- Mission: 
Possible -- that will transform our economy and energy sector, create new jobs, fairly transition 
workers to new sectors and protect our environment. Our plan calls for a 60% reduction below 
2005 levels by 2030 and for Canada to reach net-zero emissions by 2050. Not only are these 
targets feasible, they are necessary. We would end all subsidies to the fossil fuel industry and 
ban fracking. Funds previously ear-marked for fossil fuel subsidies would be directed towards 
transitioning to a green economy, building a National Energy strategy that would connect the 



 

country (for example, Ontario could receive hydro-electric power from Manitoba) and would run 
entirely on renewable energy by 2030. We would invest in energy saving measures such as 
retrofitting buildings and requiring new buildings to be energy efficient. The GPC plan also 
addresses transportation, which contributes to one quarter of GHG emissions, by enhancing 
public transportation in cities, expanding pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, and by improving 
our rail system through the creation of high-speed rail corridors in Ontario and Quebec and 
between Calgary and Edmonton, as well as improving rural rail connections. 
 
What will you do to protect the quality and quantity of wilderness in Canada? 
  
I hold a Masters of Science in Biodiversity, Conservation and Management, a Masters of Arts in 
International Environmental Policy and a Masters of Law in Environmental Law. During my 
studies in each degree, I focused on biodiversity conservation in Canada in marine and 
terrestrial environments. I continue to focus my volunteer work in London on conservation 
efforts. I know that Canada can do better. The Aichi Targets direct nations to protect 17% of 
their terrestrial land and 10% of their coastal/marine areas. While Canada has made strides to 
reach these targets, the areas under conservation are not representative of the various biomes 
we find in our vast nation.  
 
The Green Party calls for protection of a minimum of 30 percent of our fresh water, marine and 
terrestrial areas by 2030. We would increase funding to federal departments to expand the 
development and implementation of endangered species recovery plans, with strict deadlines 
for completion. In cases where provincial governments do not or are unwilling to take the 
necessary steps to protect species, we would give the federal government emergency powers 
to step in to ensure proper conservation. The Green Party would commit $100 million dollars 
annually over the next four years to create indigenous led protected and conserved areas. We 
would fully restore the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and we would increase funding 
to Parks Canada. 
 
However, it is not enough to protect Canada’s wilderness in remote areas. We must also protect 
and increase biodiversity in our urban areas, by funding municipal programs that encourage 
urban pollinator gardens, rooftop and wall gardens, native tree planting, wetland conservation, 
green space retention, and nationwide regulations on urban lighting to minimize adverse 
impacts on migrating bird populations. Our cities form part of our national environment and we 
need to make them better stepping stones of biodiversity for a variety of animal species. 
 
London North Centre 

Dirka Prout - NDP Candidate:  

Category #1: Community 



 

Question: If elected, you will be but one vote in a caucus and one vote in parliament, 
what one local issue are you most passionate about and what process would you use to 
convince other members of parliament to change policy in this area? 

Answer: We need to take immediate action to address the opioid overdose crisis in London and 
throughout Canada. Overdose rates in London are one of the highest in the country and this 
needs to be treated as the crisis it is. On the first day of an NDP government, we would 
immediately declare the opioid crisis a national emergency and a public health crisis. As your 
MP, I would urge my colleagues to stand up to right-wing governments like Doug Ford that want 
to cut funding from our public health units at a time when we need it the most. NDP investments 
in housing and mental health support will ensure those suffering from opioid addictions will get 
the help they need. 

Question: What is your stance on electoral reform in Canada and would support 
changing the Federal electoral system? If yes, how would you change the voting 
process? 

Answer: The NDP strongly supports electoral reform. I was disappointed when Justin Trudeau 
broke his promise to implement electoral reform. The majority of Canadians support electoral 
reform, as it makes everyone feel like their vote matters. Studies show it also elects more 
women and more racialized candidates. I strongly believe our government should look like our 
communities and electoral reform is the best way to do this. NDP leader Jagmeet Singh has 
promised to introduce mixed-member proportional representation if we form government this 
election. As the MP for London North Centre I’d also share London’s experiences using ranked 
ballots during the last municipal campaign. 

Category #2: Immigration/Refugees 

Question: What do you see as needs or gaps with regards to facilitating successful 
integration and thriving of immigrants in Canadian communities? How would you 
advocate to meet those needs (or address the gaps)? 

 

Answer: We need to ensure we have strong social services to help immigrants and refugees 
thrive in Canada. This is particularly true as ring-wing provincial governments seem bent on 
cutting and slashing our social services. An NDP government will stand up to Doug Ford’s cruel 
cuts to legal aid and increase federal funding to these programs across the country. We also 
need to ensure that newcomers have an adequate and affordable housing. The NDP’s plan to 
build 500,000 new affordable housing units would help alleviate the housing crunch for all of us. 

Question: What is your stance on immigration? Do you believe that we should be 
admitting more immigrants to Canada, or are there other pressing needs and priorities 
upon which you feel we should be focusing? 



 

Answer: I believe immigration makes Canada stronger. Our immigration policy will prioritize 
family reunification and end the unfair cap on applications preventing new Canadians from 
sponsoring their parents or grandparents. We will prioritize addressing the backlog of these 
cases that have built up over the last several years. Supporting immigration and refugees would 
be a priority for an NDP government. 

Category #3: Gender 

Question: There is an affordable housing shortage across Canada, we see this reality in 
London through our long waitlists for Social Housing, our overcrowded shelters, and the 
number of citizens we have homeless. Women are being forced to live in dangerous and 
precarious situations with no other housing options available to them, especially those 
fleeing violence.  What, if elected, can you do to do to ensure women and children have 
access to safe and affordable housing? 

Answer: The NDP will introduce a National Action Plan to end gender-based violence in our 
communities and protect social services that help women in times of need. Our action plan 
commits to providing local women’s organizations and advocacy groups with stable and ongoing 
funding so that they can not only continue their work, but expand and improve it. This includes 
funding for women’s shelters and culturally-appropriate programming for Indigenous women 
fleeing violence. In addition to investing in existing shelters, our commitment to building 500,000 
new affordable homes across Canada will help low-income women find an affordable place to 
call home. We will also enhance paid domestic violence leaves from work so that women are 
not stuck in dangerous situations due to financial precarity.  

Question: Women make up the largest percentage of precarious work in Canada, which 
often includes a lack of benefits, access to training, upward mobility, and low wages. 
How do you propose to promote gender equality and fair working conditions for women 
in Canada? 

 Answer: Precarious and contract work keep women in stuck in poverty and make it harder for 
women get ahead. The NDP has always stood with working women and we will prioritize pay 
equity legislation to put an end to wage discrimination. We also need to make life more 
affordable for women by investing in the services they need. A lack of affordable child care 
programs in Canada has ensured single mothers are one of the poorest demographics in the 
entire country. This is unacceptable. The NDP recognizes that women and families need access 
to affordable child care and has committed to creating over half a million new child care spots 
while we work towards a universal child care plan. Child care in Canada is one of the most 
costly in the world, and waitlists are far too long. It’s time we stopped women from shouldering 
the cost of child care by introducing public child care options and close the gender wage gap 
that keeps women in poverty. 

Category #4: Environment 



 

Question: What will you do as an MP to ensure Canada does its share to ensure we have 
a safe climate? What are the key elements of an action plan that you will advocate for to 
ensure Canada meets its international obligations to reduce GHG pollution? 

Answer: It believe it’s time to stop talking about climate change and take real action. Climate 
change is the most pressing issue facing Canada and reducing our carbon emissions is the 
most important action the next government must take. The Liberals talked a good game on 
fighting climate change but haven’t follow through. They’ve kept Stephen Harper’s emission 
targets in place and they even bought a pipeline. The NDP knows we can do better. We’ve 
implemented scientifically based emissions targets to ensure Canada will meet its 
environmental obligations while making big polluters pay for their emissions. We’re going to end 
the Liberal subsidies to the oil industry and instead invest this money into retraining and 
reskilling workers to participate in the new green economy. An NDP government will retrofit all 
buildings in Canada so they produce less carbon while also making strong investments in 
zero-emissions public transit. Our climate change plan is linked to social justice so that it will 
create a more equitable society with good paying jobs and affordable housing. If we’re going to 
fight climate change, we’ve got to fight it like we want to win it. The NDP will do exactly that. 

Question: If your party is elected to government, what actions will you take to make this 
[clean drinking water] a priority in First Nations communities? 

Answer: Absolutely. It is well past time for the federal government to take action and fund the 
services and infrastructure that Indigenous communities need to access clean and safe drinking 
water. Jagmeet Singh and the NDP will make the necessary investments to end all drinking 
water advisories by 2021. We will also promote Indigenous-led  water management training 
programs and water system operations as an immediate priority. There can be no further 
delays.  

 

London West 

Mary Ann Hodge - Green Party Candidate:  

 Category #1 - Community  

 2. According to the 2018 Vital Signs report, London has a poverty rate that is 15% 
higher than the national average. What tangible actions do you believe the federal 
government needs to take in order to change this trend? 

What would you do to improve access and affordability of housing and encourage 
developers to participate and contribute to a solution? 



 

 Not only is London’s poverty rate higher than the national average, but 1 in 4 children live in 
poverty.  This is embarrassing. For years now, the London Food Bank has said that their 
operations are not sustainable.  Something different needs to be done. 

The Green Party is the only party addressing this issue.  

The Green Party looks at issues holistically.  What are the bigger issues?  How can we make 
systemic change, and not just provide band-aid solutions.  Poverty is a systemic problem that 
arises from low wages and insufficient income assistance, a precarious job market, a shortage 
of affordable housing and quality child care, and cuts in social programs.  It is also tied directly 
to issues of bias and discrimination on the basis of gender, race, sexual orientation, and 
citizenship, as well as the ongoing legacy of colonization.  Eliminating poverty requires systemic 
action on all these fronts with safe secure housing as a fundamental human right at its core.  

 Research shows that programs providing a universal basic income reduce expenditures on 
health care (since poverty is the single largest determinant of ill health) and the justice system, 
and increases school retention. 

 The Green Party is the only party that is advocating for a Guaranteed Livable Income. 
This would be an income level negotiated separately with each provincial government to meet 
the different needs of each province and territory.  This program would require participation from 
many other levels of government and would require a vehicle like the Council of Canadian 
Governments1 to be successful. 

A Guaranteed Livable Income (GLI) solves a number of problems. All Canadians would receive 
the income, making it easy to roll out.  Those who earn above a certain income level would pay 
the GLI back in taxes. 

● A GLI provides dignity to the poor.  No longer do you have to talk about your situation 
with a case worker, or multiple case workers. 

● Reduces fraud – no longer will people hide their living situations in order to qualify for 
funding. 

● Reduces bureaucracy, as it rolls a number of programs into one (disability payments, 
social assistance, and income supplements for seniors). 

● Improves mental health – when income is not predictable, it can lead to high stress and 
poor decisions 

● Would protect low-income seniors 
● Offers an economic alternative to those who turn to sex work as their only source of 

income 

Other benefits from a Guaranteed Livable Income include: 

● Ability of family members to step away from the work force to care for family members. 
Whether they be young children, elderly parents or any other life situation, you can step 
away knowing that you are not stepping away from all of your income. 



 

● No longer will family planning have to wait for a family member to work enough hours 
before they can access maternity benefits. 

● No longer will young women feel that the road to independent living require them to have 
children to gain social assistance. 

The Green Party would also design and implement a national mental health strategy to address 
the link between mental wellness and work productivity. 

1 Council of Canadian Governments. A green government will support the model of collaborative 
federalism, working with and ensuring fair treatment for provinces, territories, municipalities and 
Indigenous Peoples by establishing a Council of Canadian Governments to set high order policy 
priorities with the goal of policy coherence to optimize public spending, similar to a model used 
in Australia. 

 3.    What is your stance on electoral reform in Canada and would support changing the 
Federal electoral system? If yes, how would you change the voting process? 

  

The Green Party is committed to eliminating the ‘first past the post” system.  Personally, I have 
campaigned and advocated for Fair Vote Canada since 2007 

By March 2020 the Green Party will launch a Citizen’s Assembly on Electoral Reform with the 
mandate to make recommendations to parliament on an electoral system that would “make 
every vote count”.  Legislative changes to implement the recommendations of the Citizen’s 
Assembly would be made in time for the 2023 federal election. 

Elizabeth May has also been clear that proportional representation is a top bargaining item for 
the Greens, right after climate action. 

“We have to get rid of unfair voting, and my main reason is now we see people like Trump In our 
system of government, with just 39% of the vote that delivers  100% of the power, we have to fix 
our electoral system now, to guard against a future potential political leader in Canada that 
doesn’t conform to Canadian norms and values. “ 

 Category #2 - Immigration/Refugees 

1. What do you see as needs or gaps with regards to facilitating successful 
integration and thriving of immigrants in Canadian communities? How would you 
advocate to meet those needs (or address the gaps)? 

 As a child of immigrants, I think that successful integration in London starts with a sense of 
welcome and belonging, that their contributions are valued and respected.  Supporting cultural 



 

organizations to provide a welcoming community is important.  The Green Party would help 
cultural associations to obtain charitable status. 

Other ways to help immigrants feel they belong is to secure employment and support language 
learning programs.  London has several programs like Immploy and WIL that help with the 
search for work.  Affordable housing is also key.  Previous governments have not encouraged 
the construction of affordable rental units. 

 The Green Party would: 

● Allocate much greater funding for training in official languages (ESL , FSL) for new 
immigrants both in the school system and at free night school programs 

● Increase funding of multicultural associations providing immigrant support programs 
including language programs. 

● Increase funding for municipalities to support affordable housing projects 

For people to feel that they belong, they often need to see role models of people who have 
successfully integrated into the mainstream community.  Building relationships with immigrants 
within their comfort zones (at cultural events, speaking events), you build relationships that can 
encourage diversity in our workplaces or volunteer groups. 

Too often newcomers cannot find employment in the field that they have training.  This leads to 
a loss in worker productivity and diminishes the feeling of contributing fully to the community.  

To help alleviate this problem, the Green Party would: 

● Ensure professionals being considered for immigration have the licensing requirements 
for their professions clearly explained before entry. 

● Work with professional associations to create a robust system for evaluating the 
education and training credentials of immigrants against Canadian standards, with the 
goal of expediting accreditation and expanding professional opportunities for immigrants. 

2.    What is your stance on immigration?  Do you believe that we should be admitting 
more immigrants to Canada, or are there other pressing needs and priorities upon 
which you feel we should be focusing? 

Canada has fostered a multicultural democracy that welcomes diversity as an asset, not a 
threat.  Newcomers are a source of incredible skills and potential for our country.   Immigrants 
come in search of greater freedoms and opportunities to build fulfilling lives for themselves and 
their families.  Refugees and asylum seekers arrive having fled unimaginable situations in their 
home countries, and they seek the same things we all aspire to:  safety, dignity and community. 

With the foreseeable imbalance in demographics, Canada needs to attract more young people 
and establish a system that is fair.  Recent immigrants make almost 40% less than workers born 
in Canada make.  Fees for citizenship jumped more than 400% in 2014-2015.  Too many 
people, many of them children, are held in immigration detention.  An unacceptable number of 



 

them die there.  Almost 500 people are in immigration detention at any given time and in 2018 
and estimated 7,300 migrants , 155 of them children, were detained.  

The Green Party would: 

● Lead a national discussion to define the term “environmental refugee” advocate for its 
inclusion as a refugee category in Canada and accept an appropriate share of the 
world’s environmental refugees into Canada 

● Eliminate the Temporary Foreign Workers Program and address labour shortages by 
increasing immigration, working with employers to establish paths to permanent 
residency. 

Category #3 - Gender 

1.    The report on MMIW (Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women) was recently 
released to the public, identifying over 200 recommendations for various levels of 
government. Have you read the report (one of the recommendations)? Which of the 
recommendations will you make a priority, and what action do you propose to take? 

I have not read the entire report, but I have read the 94 Calls to Action from the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission.  Several years ago, I attended a workshop to further my 
understanding of what Reconciliation could mean.  At this workshop, a question was asked of 
the Indigenous Elders who were in attendance – what can we do to help? It was suggested that 
the youth in the Indigenous communities were often idle in the summer holidays, often due to 
lack of financial resources for programming.  As the Chair of the Board for Camp Kee-Mo-Kee, a 
summer camp for children owned by the United Church, I felt that we might be able to help.  In 
concert with leaders from Chippewas of the Thames First Nation and Oneida First Nation of the 
Thames we 

developed a program that would address the following recommendations for the Truth and 
Reconciliation Report. 

 59.  …to develop ongoing education strategies to ensure that their respective congregations 
learn about their church’s role in colonization, the history and legacy of residential schools, 
and why apologies to former residential school students, their families, and communities 
were necessary. 

60. … in collaboration with Indigenous spiritual leaders, … to develop and teach curriculum 
for all …. staff who work in Aboriginal communities, on the need to respect Indigenous 
spirituality in its own right, the history and legacy of residential schools and the roles of the 
church parties in that system, the history and legacy of religious conflict in Aboriginal 
families and communities, and the responsibility that churches have to mitigate such 
conflicts and prevent spiritual violence. 



 

62 (iii) ... utilize Indigenous knowledge and teaching methods in classrooms  

63 (iii) Building student capacity for intercultural understanding, empathy and mutual 
respect. 

66 ... establish multi-year funding for community-based youth organizations to deliver 
programs on reconciliation 

85 (ii) Continuing to develop media initiatives that inform and educate the Canadian public, 
and connect Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians 

 90 (i) ...stable funding for, and access to, community sports programs that reflect the 
diverse cultures and traditional sporting activities of Aboriginal peoples 

The program we developed was called: First Nations Heritage Week, where we invite 40 First 
Nations youth to camp at no charge along with 40 non-First Nations campers. We offer First 
Nations programming led by First Nations Elders (Ken Oliver and Mary-Anne Kechego), play 
lacrosse and learn archery skills.  We also provide a training experience for the counsellors, 
including participation in a Blanket Exercise conducted by KAIROS to educate them on 
colonialism and the multi-generational impacts of the residential school system. 

I believe these initiatives would also respond to the following actions from the MMIWG report: 

● 8f: The need to support the continued retention and revitalization of Indigenous identity, 
including cultures, lifeways, and languages. Report: Collaboration to End Violence: 
National Aboriginal Women’s Forum: Report on Outcomes and Recommendations from 
Working Sessions - Province of BC’s Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation 
and the Native Women’s Association of Canada, 2011 

● “Children and youth should have access to activities that will help strengthen their 
traditional and cultural knowledge and identity, and help them understand and negotiate 
the impacts of history on their present day lives” 

I believe that it is the responsibility of all Canadians to read both reports and find a way they can 
respond to the calls to action.  I will continue to support this program which just finished its 3rd 
season.  We are working on the next phase of this project, to support First Nations Youth to take 
on leadership roles at camp so that the youth that attend have role models they can relate to. 

2.    There is an affordable housing shortage across Canada, we see this reality in 
London through our long waitlists for Social Housing, our overcrowded shelters, and 
the number of citizens we have homeless. Women are being forced to live in 
dangerous and precarious situations with no other housing options available to them, 
especially those fleeing violence.  What, if elected, can you do to do to ensure women 
and children have access to safe and affordable housing? 



 

The Green Party would appoint a Minister of Housing to strengthen the National Housing 
Strategy and work to bring 25,000 new and 15,000 rehabilitated units to market annually for the 
next 10 years. We would also ask that the mandate of the Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation (CMHC) be re-focused away from de-risking mortgages for the banks, to the 
development of affordable, non-market and cooperative housing. 

Increasing the supply though is not enough.  London’s poverty rate is higher than the national 
average, leaving 1 in 4 children in poverty.  The Green Party supports a Guaranteed Livable 
Income for all Canadians.  This would create stability to the financial situation of many who 
hover near homelessness.  Having a guaranteed income takes the mental stress off home 
insecurity. 

When a crisis hits, women and children need to be able to access shelters. Each day, over 
3,000 women (with their children) use an emergency shelter to escape domestic violence, while 
about 200 women are turned away because shelters are full.  The Green Party will invest $40 
million over four years to create more than 2,100 new and renovated spaces in first-stage 
shelters and hundreds of spaces in transition housing through the Shelter Enhancement 
Program.  

Category #4 - Environment  

Climate Change 

1. What will you do as an MP to ensure Canada does its share to ensure we have a 
safe climate? What are the key elements of an action plan that you will advocate for to 
ensure Canada meets its international obligations to reduce GHG pollution? 

 Addressing the Climate Crisis is a personal mission for me.  I was instrumental in getting the 
City of London to declare a climate emergency.  I then founded the Environmental Stewardship 
Coalition, to bring churches, organizations and individuals together to embolden Londoners to 
reduce their green house gas emissions.  We support the efforts of other groups in the city, 
including helping the students mobilize support for the Global Climate Strike that brought over 
2,000 Londoners to the streets to march for greater action on climate change. I believe I am a 
good role model for taking individual action but believe that it is only through government 
regulations that we can meet the reduction targets that Canada has agreed to in the Paris 
Agreement. 

 The Green Party has the only written plan that outlines what we need to do to meet the targets 
as set out by the Paris Agreement as outlined in our “Mission Possible” document.  Our goal is 
to cut emissions by half by 2030 and get to net-zero by 2050. 

 Because this issue is so urgent, we do not have the time or money to waste on partisan 
programs that competing parties may dismantle when governments change.  The Green Party 
proposes to establish a cross-party inner cabinet to establish a course of action that will not be 



 

dismantled with succeeding governments.  The Green Party will not compromise its ideals to 
win influence in government.  We will: 

● Not approve any new pipelines, coal, oil or gas drilling or mining, including offshore 
wells. 

● Existing oil and gas operations will continue on a declining basis 
● Hydraulic fracturing operations will be banned. 
● The TransMountain pipeline will be canceled 
● Subsidies to fossil fuel industries will be redirected to the Canadian Grid Strategy and 

the transition to renewable energy 
● Identify orphaned oil and gas wells that are geologically suited to produce geothermal 

energy, ideally in partnership with First Nations. 
● Launch a massive energy efficiency retrofit of residential, commercial and institutional 

buildings, creating an estimated 4 million jobs. 
● Change the national building code to require new construction to meet net-zero emission 

standards by 2030. 
● Ban the sale of cars with internal combustion engines by 2030 
● Expand the number of electric car charging stations 
● Invest $720 million in Via Rail to develop regional rail networks. 
● Encourage regenerative agriculture practices to improve the soil’s ability to capture 

carbon 

I fully support the Green Party’s Key Elements of a Green Economy: 

● Measuring well-being instead of GDP 
● Emphasize conserving rather than consuming 
● An economy powered by renewable technology 
● Closed-loop production systems that focus on zero waste generation 
● Guarantee everyone a livable income 
● Provide affordable housing, universal and comprehensive health care and education 
● Protect minorities from discrimination and ensure gender equality. 
● Build community resilience and self-reliance, including food security. 
● Ensure fair taxation and fiscal stewardship 

 2.     Wilderness Conservation 

Asked about what they most love about our country, Canadians point first to natural 
beauty, wildlife and spectacular wilderness areas. Yet we are falling below our 
international commitments to protect these spaces, and our parks and other protected 
areas are not funded at the level needed to conserve the diverse plants and animals that 
live there. A recent study shows that 50% of Canadian wildlife species are in decline. 



 

Ninety-four percent of Canadians value the emotional and physical benefits of spending 
time in nature. However, 82% say that they’re concerned that future generations won’t 
have close or easy access to nature. 

●     What will you do to protect the quality and quantity of wilderness in Canada? 

 I support wilderness conservation on a personal level.  I was one of the founding donors for the 
Thames Talbot Land Trust and have continued to support it financially and as an occasional 
volunteer.  

 One of the things that drew me to get involved in Camp Kee-Mo-Kee was that it is situated on 
an Environmentally Significant Area.  I recall the joys and comfort received from nature 
whenever I took solace in or had adventures in wilderness while growing up.  Knowing that we 
protect what we love, I wanted to ensure that as many youth as possible have the opportunity to 
love nature.  Then, they may grow up to protect nature as well. 

 The Green Party supports evidence-based policies to maintain the health of lands and wildlife. 
It believes that all species of plants/animals are interconnected and that we need to establish a 
close partnership with Indigenous peoples to draw on their ecological knowledge. 

Specifically, the Green Party would: 

● Increase funding for endangered species protection 
● Provide $100 Million for four years to fund land/water stewardship by Indigenous 

peoples 
● Restore the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 
● Develop a National Forest Strategy that is evidence-based and in partnership with 

Indigenous peoples and provinces/territories. 

 

London West 

Shawna Lewkowitz - NDP Candidate 

Category #1 – Community 

According to the 2018 Vital Signs report, London has a poverty rate that is 15% higher 
than the national average. What tangible actions do you believe the federal government 
needs to take in order to change this trend? 

What would you do to improve access and affordability of housing and encourage 
developers to participate and contribute to a solution? 



 

Poverty is a growing crisis here in London that impacts many people. Not only do we have a 
15.2% poverty rate, but our social housing waiting list has grown by 70% in 2 years and our 
vacancy rate has shrunk to almost 2%. London has the lowest labour force participation rate in 
the country and over the last 20 years of consecutive Liberal and Conservative governments, 
minimum wage jobs have more than doubled.  

These are the facts, but the real story is told by the people of London who are struggling. I 
recently met a young family of four who live in the northwest part of the riding. They are having 
to move out of their rental townhome because the husband cannot find a job in his field, they 
cannot afford the rising rent on their place and haven’t been able to find another affordable 
place to live. Their story is just one of many faces of poverty in our community. 

New Democrats know that strong public services are there to provide the things that people 
need. That housing should be a human right and that it has been severely underfunded for 
decades. That is why the NDP will: 

● Build half a million affordable housing units over the next 10 years 
● Provide fast-start funds for co-ops, social and non-profit housing to be built 
● Waive the federal portion of the GST/HST on the construction of new affordable rental 

units 
● Provide immediate relief for families that are struggling to afford rent in otherwise 

suitable housing 
● Reintroduce 30-year terms to CMHC insured mortgages on entry-level homes for first 

time homebuyers so that more young people are to afford the home they dream of 
● Invest in good jobs – permanent, stable, full-time work  

We will also include medicine, dental, eye care, hearing care and mental health care as part of 
Universal health care – ensuring Londoners are getting the care they need when they need it.  

Poverty is connected to all the social determinants of health and we must address several 
factors of inequality if we want to adequately address poverty in our community and beyond. We 
need an MP who has the courage to stand up and fight for what London needs.  

What is your stance on electoral reform in Canada and would you support changing the 
Federal electoral system? If yes, how you would change the voting process?  

It is past time we make our elections fair, so every Canadian’s voice is heard. We know that 8 in 
10 Canadians want a fair voting system that creates a parliament that truly represents them. In 
the last election Justin Trudeau promised many times that 2015 would be the last election under 
first past the post but when it didn’t serve their own political interests, he broke that promise.  

39% of the vote should not get 100% of the power,  

The NDP supports proportional representation. We would introduce during our first mandate 
and create a citizen’s assembly to address it. We know that fairer voting system increases voter 



 

turnout and encourages more diversity in parliament and gives voters a local voice that knows 
their community’s need. 

I successfully advocated along with others for electoral reform at the municipal level and will do 
the same as an MP at the federal level.  

Category #2 - Refugees & Immigration: 

What is your stance on immigration? Do you believe that we should be admitting more 
immigrants to Canada, or are there other pressing needs and priorities upon which you 
feel we should be focusing?  

Immigration makes Canada stronger; it builds community here in London and boosts our 
economy. As New Democrats we believe in a Canada where newcomers can rely on a fair 
process and find success when they arrive, and where no one is separated from their loved 
ones for years because of backlogs. 

Several months ago, I met a man at the door in Westmount who’s been waiting years to bring 
his family over from India. He is not alone; many Canadians are waiting years to reunify with 
family members. There are people with expertise and years of experience who struggling to find 
work in their chosen fields  

As New Democrats we will believe family reunification should be a priority, so we will end the 
unfair cap on applications to sponsor parents and grandparents and take on the long backlogs 
that exist under our current government. We will work with the provinces to address gaps in 
settlement services and improve foreign credential recognitions. 

Can you please explain and demonstrate your understanding of the issues that 
newcomers face in adapting to their new environment? 

Newcomers offer so much to our communities but there can be challenges to adaptation. 
Housing is expensive in London and finding a suitable place to call home can be extremely 
challenging, particularly for people who may not know how to navigate the process of renting an 
apartment or buying a home. Our local vacancy rate is 2% and rents are unaffordable for many. 
Often on limited incomes, newcomers can find it challenging to find housing.  

Alongside of that, language barriers can also get in the way of newcomers adapting to a new 
environment. There are several local ESL programs for adults and children, but the availability 
depends on location and not every newcomer will feel comfortable accessing an ESL program. 
Newcomers benefit by services in their own language but that remains limited in several areas. 

For children, school adapting to a new school can be challenging. Language barriers, 
separation from family, social norms and different learning styles can make it difficult for children 
to succeed and feel welcomed in school.  



 

In addition, many newcomers to Canada come from experiences of war, conflict and other forms 
of trauma. Those experiences make settlement and adaptation difficult because people bring 
those experiences of trauma with them. Trauma isn’t something that is easily resolved and 
access to mental health services and support becomes an important service, but resources are 
lacking. 

Unfortunately, racism is a reality here in Canada and newcomers face discrimination on a 
personal level and in our systems of housing, employment and services. Racism and 
discrimination create barriers to newcomers adapting and creates personal harm.  

The NDP is committed to working with provinces, territories and municipalities to assist 
newcomers in the settlement and adaptation process.  

Category #3 - Gender  

The report on MMIW (Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women) was recently released to 
the public, identifying over 200 recommendations for various levels of government. Have 
you read the report (one of the recommendations)? Which of the recommendations will 
you make a priority, and what action do you propose to take? 

I have read the report on MMIW and the Calls to Justice and agree with the findings that what 
has taken place is genocide.  

It is difficult to pick one call to justice as they are all inter-related but the NDP is committed to 
acting on all of the calls to justice and a new nation to nation relationship with Indigenous 
peoples. Below is one of the overarching recommendations that applies to all levels of 
government, including the federal level. It calls for the need of a National Action Plan and to 
ensure basic rights for Indigenous people – all of which the NDP is committed to and something 
I will champion as an MP.  

Human and Indigenous Rights and Governmental Obligations 

We call upon federal, provincial, territorial, municipal, and Indigenous governments 
(hereinafter “all governments”), in partnership with Indigenous Peoples, to develop and 
implement a National Action Plan to address violence against Indigenous women, girls, and 
2SLGBTQQIA people, as recommended in our Interim Report and in support of existing 
recommendations by other bodies of inquiry and other reports.6 As part of the National Action 
Plan, we call upon all governments to ensure that equitable access to basic rights such as 
employment, housing, education, safety, and health care is recognized as a fundamental means 
of protecting Indigenous and human rights, resourced and supported as rights-based programs 
founded on substantive equality. All programs must be no-barrier, and must apply regardless of 
Status or location 

Question: Women currently make up 27% of the House of Commons, placing Canada at 
#61 in the global ranking of gender equality in National Parliaments. How have you seen 



 

this disparity affect the work of the House of Commons what do you personally do to 
ensure the voices of women are heard?  

As a feminist and someone who has worked on gender equity issues for over 20 years all of 
these questions are close to my heart. This particular one strikes a chord – I founded Women & 
Politics 6 years ago to change the face of politics and ensure that there is political 
representation from women and diverse folks at all levels of government. We have had success 
in supporting dozens of women in their leadership journeys, involving more women in political 
life and influencing policy. But there is more work to be done and locally it continues under the 
great leadership of a strong team of women.  

There are structural changes that need to happen at the federal level to ensure women and 
other diverse voices are heard. The current system is extremely adversarial, and this can be a 
deterrent to some women. Engaging in more collaborative forms of government and 
decision-making would be good for diversity, and good for policy.  

Policies around sitting times need to also shift. MPs spend long weeks away from their home 
ridings, many travelling thousands of miles back and forth. It is necessary for MPs to be in 
Ottawa, but adjustments should be made for remote voting and more flexibility to make family 
life easier for all MPs. 

We also need to address sexual harassment and discrimination in politics. Workers and MPs 
are subject to harassment at unacceptable levels. Better policies, training and enforcement 
need to happen to ensure a safe workplace for all.  

Category #4 - Environment  

Climate Change 

What will you do as an MP to ensure Canada does its share to ensure we have a safe 
climate? What are the key elements of an action plan that you will advocate for to ensure 
Canada meets its international obligations to reduce GHG pollution? 

Canada is currently not on track to meet our Paris Agreement targets, never mind the stronger 
ones needed to avoid dangerous climate change. It is imperative that this election, we elect 
MPs who will fight for bold climate action. That is what I am committed to and one of the many 
reasons I am running in this election.  

As New Democrats we know that climate change and inequality are the most pressing issues of 
our time. That is why our New Deal for Climate Action and Good Jobs  

● Declare a climate emergency and put in place ambitious science-based greenhouse gas 
emission targets to ensure global temperatures don’t exceed 1.5 degrees 

● Put an end to fossil fuel subsidies and invest in green technology and infrastructure for 
communities, ensuring workers and communities have access to re-training and jobs 



 

● Move towards electric transit and provide incentives for electric vehicles 
● Retrofitting of buildings to be net zero, public buildings and social housing by 2030 and 

all buildings by 2050 
● And we will provide investments for cities like London to upgrade infrastructure deal with 

flooding and other climate change impacts.  

Our plan not only tackles climate change in the meaningful way needed, it also ensures a just 
transition for workers and communities, so nobody is left behind. The NDP plan is the only 
climate action plan that has considered our climate policies in relation to Indigenous peoples 
and workers right from the beginning. We know that climate justice is inseparable from social 
and economic justice.  

You can see our full New Deal for Climate Action and Good Jobs here 

Question: As you know the UN recognizes the right of every human being to have access 
to sufficient water for personal and domestic uses which must be safe, acceptable, 
affordable and physically accessible. You also may be aware that the federal government 
is legally responsible for infrastructure in First Nation communities (also known as 
on-reserve) as they’ve assumed that responsibility under section 91(24) of the 
Constitution Act, 1867.  

Unfortunately, many First Nation communities do not have reliable access to potable 
water, including the 3 communities (Munsee-Delaware, Oneida of the Thames, Chippewa 
of the Thames) closest to this municipality (London Middlesex).  

● If your party is elected to government, what actions will you take to make this a 
priority in First Nations communities? 

Canada’s relationship with Indigenous peoples has been deeply troubled and must change.  

Before real reconciliation can begin, we must recognize and address the lack of fundamental 
rights facing so many Indigenous communities, including the lack of clean drinking water across 
the country and in neighbouring First Nations.  

It is time we have a federal government who will step up and fund the services and 
infrastructure Indigenous communities need and work towards a fundamentally different nation 
to nation relationship.  

The NDP will make the required investments to ensure clean water and the lifting of all drinking 
water advisories for good by 2021. This will be supported by Indigenous led water management 
and water system operations.  

As Londoners we also have a responsibility to address how the Thames River (Deshkan Zibii) 
and our own sewage overflows, impact the water of surrounding First Nations who get their 
drinking water from the river. There have been efforts at the municipal level to address this, but 

https://www.ndp.ca/climate-and-jobs


 

we haven’t gone far enough as the problem still exists. As leaders and residents of London we 
all have a responsibility in making sure this a priority.  

You can see our entire New Deal for People and full list of commitments here 
 

 

Joint submission by: 

Kate Young, Liberal Candidate for London West 

Peter Fragiskatos, Liberal Candidate for London North Centre 

Mohamed Hammoud, Liberal Candidate for London Fanshawe 

Question #1 - Community: 

 If your party is elected to government, what actions will you take to support public 
transit, cycling and walking in cities? 

The Liberal government has recognized that there is a climate crisis. There is a necessary need 
to move towards a greater focus on public transit, cycling and walking in cities. We need to 
reduce the cars on the roads and lower our emissions. 

That’s why, through our historic $180 billion Infrastructure Plan, we announced funding for ten 
public transit and active transportation infrastructure projects in London. Several of the projects 
involve improvements to transit routes and infrastructure, including new buses, transit lanes and 
hubs, intersections, sidewalks and cycling paths. Londoners who use public transit will benefit 
from new bus shelters as well as the addition of 31 new diesel buses, an expanded express 
service and better connections to both current routes and the proposed rapid transit corridor. 
Transit users and residents will benefit from improved safety, shorter travel times, and improved 
service reliability thanks to new intelligent traffic lights with transit sensors. 

But that doesn’t mean more can’t be done. Our goal, collectively, as your Members of 
Parliament would be to ensure that more infrastructure is being implemented and invested here 
in London that is eco-friendly and further reduces emissions. We have a duty as 
parliamentarians to protect our environment with smart investments. We also will work closely 
with our municipal and provincial partners to ensure that we all have a common vision for what 
London should look like in the future, a city that is smart and eco-friendly. 

https://www.ndp.ca/commitments


 

According to the 2018 Vital Signs report, London has a poverty rate that is 15% higher 
than the national average. What tangible actions do you believe the federal government 
needs to take in order to change this trend? 

The Liberal government is committed to act as a leader and full partner in the fight against 
poverty. We have already taken significant action to help Canadians make ends meet. The new 
Opportunity for All plan - Canada’s first ever national poverty reduction strategy - brings many of 
our policies and programs under one roof. For example:  

● Not only do we have a strategy, but it is already working. With the help of programs like 
the Canada Child Benefit, the top up to the GIS and the Canada Workers Benefit, by 
2019, the Liberal government’s investments have already helped lift more than 900,000 
Canadians out of poverty.  

● The new Canada Child Benefit, which has lifted 300,000 kids out of poverty, and is 
increasing to keep up with the cost of living.  

● The Increase of the Guaranteed Income Supplement.  
● The restored age of eligibility to 65 for old age security, after Stephen Harper’s 

Conservatives had raised it to 67.  
● The new National Housing Strategy, which will see $55-billion invested over ten years to 

give Canadians a safe and affordable place to call home.  
● The new Canada Workers Benefit, which will allow low-income workers to take home 

more money for things like groceries, utility bills and other essentials. 

But we know that more can be done. When we’re knocking on your doors in our communities, 
we recognize that not enough people in London are feeling the benefits. That will be our jobs, as 
your MPs, to ensure the funding and the support that the federal government is already offering 
is making a real difference in London. 

What would you do to improve access and affordability of housing and encourage 
developers to participate and contribute to a solution? 

All Canadians deserve a safe and affordable place to call home. We recognize that a home 
makes Canadians feel more secure, making it easier to raise healthy children, pursue an 
education, and gain employment. Affordable housing has meant all the difference for families 
and people of all ages and all walks of life.  

For ten years, Conservatives under Stephen Harper did nothing to address housing 
affordability— pushing home ownership further out of reach, and putting household debt on the 
rise.  

That’s why Canada’s first ever National Housing Strategy is already moving forward with a 
10-year, $55-billion plan that will give more Canadians a place to call home.  

This plan for the first-ever National Housing Strategy is a blueprint for:  



 

● Reducing chronic homelessness by 50%.  
● Removing more than 530,000 households out of housing need.  
● Creating 100,000 new housing units: four times more than what the previous 

government did during the last 10 years.  
● Repairing and renewing more than 300,000 housing units: three times more than what 

the previous did during the last 10 years.  
● Protecting an additional 385,000 households from losing an affordable place to live.  

The new National Housing Strategy is re-establishing the federal government’s leadership role 
in housing. The primary focus of the NHS will be meeting the needs of Canadians, including 
seniors; women and children fleeing family violence; Indigenous peoples, persons with 
disabilities; those dealing with mental health and addiction issues; veterans; and young adults.  

A key part of the NHS is the Canada Housing Benefit. The Liberal government will work with 
provinces and territories to develop a $4 billion Canada Housing Benefit to be launched in 2020 
to respond to local housing needs and priorities. Once fully implemented, the Canada Housing 
Benefit will: assist at least 300,000 families; provide an estimated average of $2,500 per year to 
each household recipient; and be delivered directly to households.  

Specifically, affordable housing complexes in London are already under construction. Our 
government’s investments include: 

● We made a financial commitment of over $4.7 million for the construction of Nightingale 
Place. This funding is contributing to creating 41 new affordable apartments for 
individuals who are at risk of becoming homeless and require access to safe and 
affordable housing. 

● A few months ago we announced an investment of $7.1 million in an East London Italian 
Seniors Project. 60 units will be open and include housing for veterans and people with 
disabilities.  

● 339 Commissioners Road West received $1.85 million for 29 affordable housing units, 
with 3 of these units designed for residents with mental health challenges 

● We’ve invested $4.4 million into 770 Whetter Avenue where 50 units will be rented at 
affordable rates.  

The NHS also includes a $13.2 billion Co-Investment Fund that will create and repair affordable 
housing across Canada for those with the greatest need, to help Canadians have a safe place 
to call home.  

The Liberal plan will create a new generation of housing in Canada. It will promote diverse 
communities and will build housing that is sustainable, accessible, mixed-income and mixed-use 
that will be located close to transit, work and public services.  

But we know many middle class families are struggling in expensive housing markets. That’s 
why in 2019, we launched the new First-Time Home Buyer Incentive to help middle class 



 

Canadians take their first steps towards home ownership. The Incentive will make home 
ownership more affordable for first-time buyers by allowing them to lower their monthly 
mortgage payments without increasing their down payment.  

While we’re focused on helping to make housing more affordable for middle class Canadians, 
Conservatives continue to look out for the wealthiest 1%. 

Immigration/Refugees: 

 Please explain how you will be responsive to the needs of ethno-cultural communities 
and what steps will you take to facilitate their integration into the mainstream community. 

Canada's experience with diversity distinguishes it from most other countries. Its 36 million 
inhabitants reflect a cultural, ethnic and linguistic makeup found nowhere else on earth. There is 
no doubt that Canada is a better country—a stronger, more successful country—because of our 
diversity. In fact, one-fifth of Canadians were born elsewhere, and have chosen to immigrate to 
Canada. Part of immigration is being able to integrate into Canadian society and to eventually 
give back. 

We understand that it is not easy to pick up your bags, cross an ocean, and start a brand new 
life. The first step to integration is for all of us strive to be open, accepting, and progressive. 
There is a direct line between each of those attributes and Canada’s success in building a more 
diverse and inclusive society. Community organizations on the ground play a huge role in 
integration and providing new immigrants with the necessary resources, so funding for these 
programs and services is key. IRCC funds over 500 organizations and provides services to over 
460,000 clients, including assistance with learning a new language, finding a job and integrating 
into Canada.We also need to make sure that continued engagement with the different 
ethno-cultural communities remains a priority to make sure their voices and concerns are heard. 

Over the past four years, our Liberal government has increased funding for settlement services 
by more than 30% to help newcomers learn English or French, find jobs, and to integrate. We’ve 
created 10,000 new language training spots, and invested $28 million in an employment 
strategy for newcomers. We’ve increased our support for minority women in overcoming barriers 
to employment and entrepreneurship. In fact, in 2018, the immigrant unemployment rate in 2018 
stood at 5.7%, which is the lowest recorded since tracking began. We know that better is always 
possible, but our plan is working and we are working to make transition as smooth as possible 
and to make sure new immigrants have the necessary tools to start giving back to Canadian 
society.  

What is your stance on immigration? Do you believe that we should be admitting more 
immigrants to Canada, or are there other pressing needs and priorities upon which you 
feel we should be focusing? 



 

Immigration is a key to prosperity for Canada. We are a country that continues to need 
newcomers in order to grow, thrive and remain a country of inclusion. In other words, 
immigration strengthens our country. It helps keep Canada globally competitive by promoting 
innovation and economic growth and by supporting diverse and inclusive communities.  

Our Liberal government has made investments in Canada's current and future prosperity by 
growing our immigration through a well-managed, multi-year immigration plan. 

Our plan has provided for an increase in the number of immigrants, selected on the basis of 
their skills and education. This will help our economic growth and address our labour market 
shortages as well as bring much-needed skills to our country. The global skills strategy is one 
example of an innovative program that is meeting Canada's economic needs. It helps 
businesses grow and expand by attracting highly skilled temporary workers into our country. 
We are leading the world in talent attraction and investment, because investment follows talent. 

Of course, it is also worth mentioning that the world is currently experiencing a record number of 
people fleeing violence and persecution. Canada prides itself in maintaining a refugee 
protection system that is based on principles of fairness, compassion and the rule of law. 

With unprecedented levels of people on the move around the world, our Liberal government has 
taken concrete steps to ensure that we address the challenges in a responsible manner, and 
that we provide support to vulnerable refugees, while ensuring that the health, safety and 
security of Canadians is paramount and protected.  

We believe that everyone deserves to know the facts about what it means to come to Canada, 
and how to do it properly. Our consulates and IRCC are mobilized – we have and will continue 
to identify misinformation at the source. In addition, our immigration system continues to be 
based on compassion, efficiency and economic opportunity for all, while protecting the safety 
and security of Canadians. 

Gender: 

The Raw Gender Pay Gap in 2019 is roughly $0.79 per every dollar earned, the number 
drops as low as $0.58 for women of colour. What is your plan, if elected to balance the 
Gender Pay Gap? 

We strongly believe that jobs should be valued based on skill, effort, responsibility, and working 
conditions.  Proactive pay equity legislation will help make that vision a reality, and it is how we 
will ensure that women are compensated at the same rates as men. This is what is fair. 

This past December, our government passed historic and proactive pay equity legislation. This 
legislation ensures that women and men in federally regulated workplaces receive equal pay for 
work of equal value. Our approach strikes a balance based on feedback from stakeholder 
consultations and the report of the Parliamentary Special Committee on Pay Equity. We would 



 

also like to note that the Committee was mindful as it began its study that 12 years have passed 
since the 2004 Pay Equity Task report was released, and of the persistent gender wage 
inequity. 

Also, under this legislation, employers will need to examine their compensation practices. A Pay 
Equity Commissioner will be appointed within the Canadian Human Rights Commission and will 
play both education and enforcement roles with regard to the legislation. The Commissioner, 
supported by a unit of subject-matter experts, will be responsible for assisting individuals in 
understanding their rights and obligations under the Act and facilitating the resolution of 
disputes related to pay equity. The Commissioner will have dedicated funding and a range of 
enforcement tools, including the power to initiate audits, to conduct investigations, and to issue 
orders and administrative monetary penalties. The legislation will also increase transparency, as 
employers are required to post notices setting out their obligations and reporting on key 
milestones in fulfilling these obligations. 

 We have been the government taking long-overdue action to make equal pay for work of equal 
value a reality. These changes will better protect Canadian workers of federally regulated 
industries and will help set the stage for good quality jobs. 

There is an affordable housing shortage across Canada, we see this reality in London 
through our long waitlists for Social Housing, our overcrowded shelters, and the number 
of citizens we have homeless. Women are being forced to live in dangerous and 
precarious situations with no other housing options available to them, especially those 
fleeing violence. What, if elected, can you do to do to ensure women and children have 
access to safe and affordable housing? 

In the London community, it is very important to provide the necessary resources for victims – 
including more beds at shelters so that survivors that come forward can have a safe space to go 
to. 

When it comes to housing, our government believes housing is a fundamental right. We have 
introduced the new National Housing Strategy (NHS) which is a 10-year, $55 billion dollar plan, 
and it has re-established the federal government’s leadership role in housing. The primary focus 
of the NHS will be meeting the needs of Canadians, including seniors; women and children 
fleeing family violence; Indigenous peoples, persons with disabilities; those dealing with mental 
health and addiction issues; veterans; and young adults. 

33% of investments from the NHS will be allocated to shelters for women and their families. This 
will create more than 7,000 spaces for survivors of family violence, including additional shelters 
in Indigenous communities. 



 

The NHS includes a $13.2 billion Co-Investment Fund which is creating and repairing affordable 
housing across Canada for those with the greatest need, and helps Canadians have a safe 
place to call home. The Liberal plan will create a new generation of housing in Canada. 

We are also investing $15 million in funding to 47 projects that address the root causes that limit 
the economic security and prosperity of women, including Indigenous women, in communities 
across Canada. We additionally established a National Housing Council, who are responsible 
for providing advice to the government on issues related to housing. The Council will include a 
Federal Housing Advocate, whose role will be to represent and consider the perspectives of the 
most vulnerable groups. 

Environment: 

Around the world, we are seeing inspiring examples of leadership to reduce greenhouse 
gas (GHG) pollution and accelerate the shift to a green economy. At the same time, we 
are seeing a ramp up of the effects of climate change. We see extreme weather events 
across the country, including wildfires, flooding and droughts. These are causing anxiety 
and worry, given their enormous financial and environmental impact. Per person, 
Canadians produce the most GHG pollution of all G20 industrialized nations, including 
the United States – nearly three times the G20 average and eight tonnes per person. 

● What will you do as an MP to ensure Canada does its share to ensure we 
have a safe climate? What are the key elements of an action plan that you will 
advocate for to ensure Canada meets its international obligations to reduce GHG 
pollution? 

Addressing climate change is one of our top priorities. We strongly support our government’s 
and our party’s price on carbon pollution. We believe that this is one of the most effective ways 
to reduce GHG pollution and to protect our environment. 

Before we outline what we will do as Members of Parliament and some of the key policies that 
we will support, we would like to briefly outline some of our government’s accomplishments in 
combatting climate change: 

● As we just mentioned, in 2019 we placed a price on carbon pollution so that it is no 
longer free to pollute anywhere in Canada. In addition to reducing pollution, creating a 
healthier environment, and putting more money back in the pockets of Canadian 
families, a price on carbon is the most efficient way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and stimulate investments in clean innovation. 

● Climate Action Incentive: Households in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and New 
Brunswick will receive a Climate Action Incentive, giving most families more than they 
pay under the new system. 



 

● Low Carbon Economy Leadership Fund: To date, through LCEF, the government has 
entered into agreements with nine provinces and territories and invested in 44 programs 
totalling over $819 million that will reduce emissions and create clean growth. 

● Phasing out coal: Phasing out coal power and transitioning to 90% clean electricity, for 
cleaner air and healthier communities. 

● Climate Institute: We created an independent arm’s-length, policy-oriented organization 
focused on clean growth and climate change to provide the federal government, and all 
Canadians, with information about best practices in fighting climate change. 

○ The institute is called the Pan-Canadian Expert Collaboration, and it represents 
more than 15 diverse and reputable organizations across, as well as Canadian 
universities, which have extensive experience in the clean growth and climate 
change fields. 

○ The institute will provide independent and expert-driven analysis to help Canada 
move toward clean growth in all sectors and regions of the country; 

○  develop advice and analysis spanning climate change mitigation, adaptation, 
and clean growth; 

○ While the institute is an independent, stand-alone organization, it will work closely 
with other governmental and provincial agencies. 

Now, here are some of the policies, outlined in our 2019 election platform, that we will support 
as Liberal Members of Parliament: 

1.     A Net-Zero Emissions Future 

● Net-zero emissions – where there are no carbon emissions, or where emissions are 
completely offset by other actions that remove carbon from the atmosphere, such as 
planting trees – are essential to keeping the world our children and grandchildren grow 
up in safe and liveable. 

● We will achieve net-zero emissions by 2050. To help achieve this goal, we will: 
○ Set legally-binding, five-year milestones, based on the advice of the experts and 

consultations with Canadians, to reach net-zero emissions; 
○ Appoint a group of scientists, economists, and experts to recommend the best 

path to get to net-zero; 
○ Exceed Canada’s 2030 emissions goal by introducing new carbon reducing 

measures; and 
○ Ensure energy workers and communities can shape their own futures by 

introducing a Just Transition Act, giving workers access to the training, support, 
and new opportunities needed to succeed in the clean economy 

2.     Natural Climate Solutions 

● Canada’s vast forests, grasslands, and wetlands help clean our air, safeguard our water, 
and provide a home to wildlife. But just as nature is under threat from climate change, it 
can also be a critical ally in the fight against it. 



 

● Natural climate solutions like planting trees and protecting grasslands can help us get 
closer to reaching our targets for lower emissions. 

● To better support healthy ecosystems that help fight climate change, we will move 
forward with an ambitious plan to plant two billion trees over 10 years. This will help 
create about 3,500 seasonal jobs in tree planting each year, and will be part of a $3 
billion commitment to better conserve and restore forests, grasslands, agricultural lands, 
wetlands, and coastal areas. 

3.     Clean Energy Transition 

● We will invest every dollar we earn from the Trans Mountain Expansion Project in 
Canada’s clean energy transition. It is estimated that additional federal corporate income 
tax revenues resulting from the Trans Mountain Expansion Project could generate $500 
million per year once the project has been completed. This money, as well as any profit 
from the sale of the pipeline, will be invested in natural climate solutions and clean 
energy projects that will power our homes, businesses, and communities for generations 
to come. 

4.     Energy Efficient Homes and Lower Energy Bills 

To make life more affordable for Canadians, cut our emissions, and protect the environment, we 
will move forward with a plan to: 

●  help retrofit 1.5 million homes to help Canadians make their homes more energy 
efficient, and better protect them from climate-related risks; 

● give interested homeowners and landlords a free energy audit; 
● help homeowners and landlords pay for retrofits by giving them an interest-free loan of 

up to $40,000; 
● help people buy newly built homes that are certified zero-emissions by giving them a Net 

Zero Homes Grant of up to $5,000; and 
● invest $100 million in skills training, to ensure there are enough qualified workers to keep 

up with energy audits, retrofits, and net-zero home construction. 

5.     Zero-Emission Vehicles 

● We will make it easier and more affordable for people to use zero-emission vehicles. 
Whether picking kids up from school, doing grocery shopping, visiting with friends, or 
making a delivery to customers, people and businesses need practical and cost-effective 
ways to get around. Zero-emission vehicles are a good solution – provided we have the 
right kind of infrastructure to support them. 

● To make using zero-emission vehicles easier, we will move forward – in partnership with 
industry and communities – to install up to 5,000 charging stations along the Trans 
Canada Highway and other major road networks, and in Canada’s urban and rural 



 

areas. Northern communities, as well as apartments and condominiums, will also be 
included – connecting people and communities from coast to coast to coast. 

● As more and more people buy zero-emission vehicles, there will be a growing market of 
used vehicles for sale. To make buying a used zero-emission vehicle more affordable, 
we will expand the incentive that already exists for buying new zero-emission cars. 

● This will provide a 10 percent rebate on a used zero-emission vehicle up to a maximum 
value of $2,000. 

6.     Clean, Affordable Power 

● We will work to make clean, affordable power available in every Canadian community. 
● Canada is home to an abundant supply of clean and renewable sources of power – 

including hydro, wind, and solar – but in some places we lack the infrastructure to get 
this clean power to people’s homes and businesses in a reliable, affordable way. In 
addition to the impact this can have on the environment, this limits our ability to share 
energy resources in a way that benefits everyone. 

● To help bring clean and affordable power to more communities, we will move forward 
with new clean electricity generation and transmission systems, in partnership with the 
provinces, territories and others. 

● We will move forward with a new $5-billion Clean Power Fund. This fund will help 
support the electrification of Canadian industries, including our resource and 
manufacturing sectors, and make Canada home to the cleanest mills, mines, and 
factories in the world. 

● The Clean Power Fund will also help support the transition of northern, remote, and 
Indigenous communities off reliance on diesel-fueled power and onto clean, renewable, 
reliable energy. This will be sourced through the Canada Infrastructure Bank’s existing 
resources.  

7.     Cleaner Marine Shipping 

● We will make Canada’s major ports among the cleanest and most efficient in the world. 
● Canada’s coastal communities are home to people who work hard, and who help keep 

local and regional economies strong and growing. 
● At the same time, around the world, marine shipping is a significant source of carbon 

emissions – something that threatens everyone’s well-being. That’s why we have moved 
forward with a significant pilot project that will deliver quieter, lower-emissions tankers for 
transporting oil from the Trans Mountain pipeline. 

● To help make Canada’s ports some of the world’s cleanest in the world, we will support 
efforts that convert ships from heavy oil and diesel, such as the ferries serving Canada’s 
coastal communities. We will work with partners over the next year to design and 
introduce appropriate programs. 

As you know the UN recognizes the right of every human being to have access to 
sufficient water for personal and domestic uses which must be safe, acceptable, 



 

affordable and physically accessible. You also may be aware that the federal government 
is legally responsible for infrastructure in First Nation communities (also known as 
on-reserve) as they’ve assumed that responsibility under section 91(24) of the 
Constitution Act, 1867. 

Unfortunately, many First Nation communities do not have reliable access to potable 
water, including the 3 communities (Munsee-Delaware, Oneida of the Thames, Chippewa 
of the Thames) closest to this municipality (London Middlesex).  

●       If your party is elected to government, what actions will you take to make 
this a priority in First Nations communities? 

We believe it goes without saying that everyone in Canada should have reliable access to safe, 
clean drinking water, but for all the progress we’ve made, many people living in Indigenous 
communities still cannot safely drink or bathe in the water that comes from their taps. That 
needs to change. We recognize that many First Nation communities do not have reliable access 
to potable water, including the three communities (Munsee-Delaware, Oneida of the Thames, 
and Chippewa of the Thames) close to London Middlesex. 

We would like to outline our accomplishments and our future goals as it relates to providing 
clean water on First Nation territories: 

●  We have invested 1.27 billion dollars in drinking water projects. 
● Since November 2015, 87 long-term drinking water advisories have been lifted from 

public systems on reserve. We will end the remaining long-term advisories by 2021 and 
work to prevent further short-term advisories from becoming long-term. 

● Budget 2018 provided an additional $172.6 million over three years to help accelerate 
progress on lifting drinking water advisories and to ensure more infrastructure projects 
can be completed prior to 2021. 

● Budget 2018 also provides support for repairs to high risk water systems, recruitment, 
training and retention initiatives, and the establishment of innovative First Nations-led 
service delivery models. 

● Investing in better water and wastewater infrastructure for Indigenous communities. 582 
First Nations communities serving over 450,000 people benefiting from 505 water and 
wastewater related projects. 

● Funded 284 water or wastewater projects in 154 indigenous communities (est. 171,509 
total residents), of which 100% or 284 are either underway or completed. 

  

 


